
Backyard Birds
DESERT

An expansion for Backyard Birds.

CONTENTS

18 Playing Cards:

12 Desert Bird Cards 6 Territory Cards
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OBJECT of the GAME

Claim as many territory cards as possible using carefully assembled flocks of birds. Territory 
cards give victory points and the most victory points at the end of the game wins.

SETUP

Desert is an expansion and must be played with the Backyard Birds base set. Shuffle the 12 
desert bird cards in with the other birds from the base set. Also, shuffle the 6 territory cards in 
with the other territory cards from the base set. Deal 5 birds to each player and turn 4 territory 
cards face up as explained in the base set.
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GAME PLAY
Desert birds will occupy one of your five available spaces in your flock area. Unlike the rules 
for the base set, desert birds may all use one space together regardless of their species. These 
birds can interact with the base set birds, therefore, they are susceptible to cards like the BLUE 
JAY and LARK. These cards can also interact with the RAPTOR expansion and your desert flock 
can be locked down because of this. The BURROWING OWL in this set can not act as a raptor.

Claiming a Desert Territory:

Desert territories can be claimed by desert birds or birds from the base set (excluding brown 
birds). Claiming a territory works the same way as it does in the base set—you must have 
enough strength, in the color you wish to use, to claim the territory.

Scoring:

Scoring will be the same as in the base set. Any desert birds still in your flock area at the end 
of the game will count for or against you.
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